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RUSSIANS FIGHT
TO END INVASION
PSKOV

SEVCHANGES HANDS
ERAL TIMES AS RESISTANCE
13 BEGUN ON BIG FRONT,
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PLANNED

MOVES AMERICAN
FROM PETROGRAD.
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State Asked to Contribute
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London,
changed dispatch from Petrograd, dated Saturday, says: "The American and
Japanese embassies and the Chinese,
Siamese and Bra.iliun legations are
leaving Petrograd for Vyatka, or Vologda. If necessary they will go to
Vladivostok."
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Washington, D. C. The planting of
an Increased acreage to spring wheat
and the production of an Increased sup
ply of other food products and of live
stock, especially hogs. Is recommend
ed In a supplementary food production
program Issued by the United States
department of agriculture.
and am
This program
program
panes the
for 1918 Issued by the department In
August, 1017, and other suggestions
made la the fall and the first of this
year regarding Increased pork production and Increased production of food'
stuffs In the South. Taken In eonnec-tlowith the recommendations prevl
ously made, It suggests In full the proposals which the department thinks It
desirable to offer with a view to secure enough meat and dairy prodnets, cereals, sugar and other staple
and perishable foods, wool and cotton
for the nation, Its armies, and the allies. It gives suggestions for the ap
proaching spring operations, based
upon the latest available Information
as to the condition of the
crops of winter wheat and rye and as
to the number of meat and dairy anl
mats reported for 1917. They repre
sent the best thought of the special
lets of the department who have had
the benefit of advice from agrlcultu
ral leaders throughout the country.
Our Best Efforts Required.
"Notwithstanding an increased pro
duction of staple crops In the United
States In 1917, there Is need for more
food," the program states.
"Taking
Into account our own needs, the needs
of the nations associated with us In
this war, and the needs of friendly
aeutral nations, our best efforts will
be required to provide enough food In
1918.
Whether the war continues or
not, the demands on this country, because of the Increasing population and
the needs of Europe will be great. An
especially strong demand will be made
an this country for meats and live
stock. In 1917, notwithstanding the
the
many difficulties encountered,
farmers planted the largest acreages
In the history of the nation, harvested
record crops of most things except
wheat, and succeeded In greatly Increasing the number of live stock."
"The situation is such that chief emphasis should be given to the production of the great staple food products,
with special stress on wheat and hogs,
the leading war foods."
The South la urged to provide food
for Its own people and feed for Its live
stock and then to plant as much cotton
s can well be cultivated and harvested. To raisers of hogs and beef animals the world need for meats and
fats is made clear. Farmers are urged
to join with the men on the ranges in
providing sheep whose wool is needed
to equip soldiers.
The program discusses the farm labor problem, points out the lines of effort for relief, and outlines the activities of the federal and state agencies
to furnish assistance.
Spring Wheat
In dealing with the question of
spring wheat, the program states:
The acreage of spring wheat should
be Inoreassd in order to make certain
that we shall have an adequate supply
of wheat for our own uses and to meet
the needs of the allies.
"While the area of winter wheat
aown in 1917 was the largest on record,
the condition of the crop, as reported
en December 1, was the lowest ever
recorded, Indicating a probable production of only 540,000,000 bushels.
Whether the actual production will be
greater or less than the estimate will
depend upon conditions prevailing between now and the time of harvest. If
there were planted to spring wheat In
the United States this year an acreage
equal to the sura of the record planting
in each spring wheat state within the
last ten years, there would be sown approximately 23,300,000 acres. If there
should be planted an acreage equal to
the sum of the record planting for each
state within the last Ave years there
would be sown approximately 21,000,-00- 0
acres. The record planting for any
year was 20,381,000, in 1911. The acreage for 1917 was 18,511,000.
"The department of agriculture has
carefully studied all these records and
other data in connection with the present war conditions and needs, and believes that It will be possible this year
to secure an acreage in excess of the
record acreage which was planted In
1911.- - It Is believed that Increased
acreages can be secured In states and
sections where spring-wheproduction
la known to be reasonably promising,
and that auch increases can be made
without upsetting farm plans.
The total acreage will be greatly influenced by what Is done In Minnesota,
North Dakota, Montana and Idaho,
where the conditions have not been the

most favorable and where, In some sections, they have been decidedly unfavorable during the past two years.
North Dakota's acreage In the last Ave
years was that of 19177,000,000 ; Min
nesota's, 3,200,000 In 1917; Montana's,
890,000 In 1913, and Idaho's, 200.000 In
1913. North Dakota's record acreage
In the last five years was 8,350,000 in
1915; Minnesota's 4,150,000 In 1913;
Montana's 1,122,000 In 1017, and Ida
ho's 375,000 In 1917. North Dakota's
r
was
)
average
7.657,000; Minnesota's 3,905,000; Mon
tana's 566,000, and Idaho's 231,000.
Montana's annual planting has shown
increases during the last four years as
1915-16- ,
follows: 1914-1321,000;
,
185,000;
187,000. What these
states can do this spring It is difficult
to determine.
It is hoped that many farmers, especially In the northern part of the corn
belt, will find it possible to plant five
to ten acres additional In wheat In
some cases they will plant more. In
a number of states in the eastern and
central portions of the country where
spring wheat has not been grown in
recent years, the crop Is now being re
established and it Is recommended that
tills movement be encouraged.
To a small extent the acreage In
oats, if necessary, could be reduced in
the Interest of wheat. Likewise, a
very small portion of the acreage
which normally would be planted to
corn In the northern part of the corn
belt might be sown to spring wheat.
If the acreage of spring wheat Indicated for some of the states cannot be
planted, the barley acreage, which Is
known to grow better in some localities, might be increased. The use of
barley for food Is increasing lu this
country and It is a welcome food in
Europe.
Summary of Other Recommendations.
Following is a summary of other Important recommendations regarding
cereals, meat, poultry, and perishables.
Hogs. The number of hogs should
be Increased by at least 15 per cent
during the year 1918.
8ugar. Effort should be made to
maintain the acreage of sugar cane and
sugar beets, and to Increase these
areas In so far as these crops are well
established or are necessary to sound
agricultural practice.
Production of satisfactory substi
tutes for sugar, Including sorghum,
corn and cane sirup, maple products
and honey can and should be in
creased.
Sorghum sirup, It is pointed out, may
be produced in nearly every state in
the Union, and Increased production of
sorghum sweets would enable the public to conserve still further the sugar
supply In the form most available for
transportation to our soldiers.
Dairy Products. The supply of dairy
products should be maintained to meet
the needs of this country and to help
supply the Increasing demands of the
allies.
Poultry. Poultry production should
be increased greatly, especially In back
yards and on farms where waste material is available and the purchase of
expensive grains and other material Is
not required.
Corn. An acreage of corn approxi
mately equal to that of 1917 should be
planted, with possible slight reductions
In certain sections to free areas for
spring wheat.
Oats, Barley, Rice, Buckwheat and
Flaxseed. The area In oats should be
maintained, especially in regions and
on soils which are not so well adapted
to other grains, but with a small reduction to provide for Increasing the
wheat acreage.
Hurley production
should be Increased in regions where
It grows best, especially In the northern edge of the corn belt and In sections north and west of the belt; and
rice, buckwheat and flaxseed production should be maintained and. If pos
sible, Increased.
Grain Sorghums. The production of
grain sorghums (kafir, nillo, feterita,
etc.) should be Increased greatly
throughout the drier portion of the
Plains region. Kafirs are the most
certain grain crops in this section and
they can be made to supplement wheat
as human food and to replace com as
animal food.
Potatoes. The normal acreage of
Irish and sweet potatoes should be
maintained In 1918, notwithstanding
the large crops In 1917.
Hay, Forage and Pastures. Wher
ever feasible, the area devoted to hay,
forage and silage crops should be Increased and these products should be
used to a greater extent In place of
grains and other concentrates.
Beef Animals. The number of beef
animals should be maintained and, In
areas where it is clearly the best range
and farm practice, should be Increased.
Beans, Peas and Peanuts. The pro
duction of beans and peas should be
Increased In regions to which they are
adapted, because of their high food
value, keeping qualities, and availability for domestic or export trade. Soy
beans and peanuts should be increased
in order to supplement beans and peas
as human food, as a source of much
needed oil, and as animal feeds.
Perishables, (a) Market gardens
near large consuming centers should
be Increased so as to meet, as nearly
as possible, the needs of the community, and In order to obviate the necessity of transporting such products
from distant points.
It Is Important to do all that Is pos
sible to relieve the strain upon transportation facilities.
(b) The planting of home gardens.
especially for family needs and for
preserving food for future use, again
should be emphasized.
(c) The commercial production of
perishables generally should be Increased above normal wherever It la
reasonably clear that transportation
and marketing facilities will be available.

North American Moose.
The moose Is the largest living representative of the deer family, and Is
found in North America. The elk la
native of northern Europe and la considered by many zoologists to be the
same species, except that It is smaller.
A full grown moose may be six and
one-hato seven feet tall at the shoulder and weigh 1,000 to 1,500 pounds.
On account of endurance and strength
the) mooee la frequently symbolic, persons of unusual power being said to be
"As strong as bull moose."

Father of Punctuation.
The present system of punctuation,
now nsed In all modern languages with
but Insignificant variations, was Introduced In the first half of the fifteenth
century by a Venetian printer named
Aldus Manutius. He Is the real father
of punctuation marks of the full stop,
comma, semicolon, colon, question and
exclamation marks, apostrophe and Inverted commas. Manutius' system was
adopted later by all printers until M
finally established Itself throughostf
Europe. LoularUle Cenrler-Ioorna-
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Agricultural Department's Pro
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BATTERY ON GAR
Must Be Kept Charged and Prevented From Freezing.
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1916-17-

GROW MORE SPRING
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TWO THINGS

OF IMPORTANCE

Equipment Standing Idle for Any
Length of Time Loses Its Charge-Rea- ding
la Indicated by the
Hydrometer.
(F. B. ANDREWS, Colorado Agricultural
College, Fort Collins, Colo.)
Many automobile owners do not realize the Importance and necessity of

giving their starting and lighting batteries proper attention In the winter.
The battery Is a delicate piece of apparatus, and If mistreated, will very
quickly depreciate.
Two things are of prime Importance:
the battery should be kept fully
charged, and It should not be allowed
to freeze. A battery when standing
Idle for any length of time, gradually
loses its charge. Therefore If the car
Is not run regularly during the winter,
in order to keep the battery fully
charged the, engine should be run at
regular periods to charge, or else the
battery should be charged from an outside source of current. This should
be done every two or three weeks.
Charge Easily Read.
The state of chnrge ran be easily
read from a specific gravity hydrometer syringe, which can be purchased
for about a dollar from an auto supply
dealer. A reading of from 1,250 to
1,300 Indicates full charge. The reading is Indicated by the number on the
hydrometer at the level of the liquid.
If the battery is fully charged, it is
not apt to freeze when the temperature
is above zero, Fahrenheit. It Is best,
however, to take the battery from the
car and Into the house In extremely
cold weather.
External Charging.
External charging can be done from
an electric lamp socket if the current
Is direct, by the use of a resistance to
limit the current going Into the battery.
If the current Is alternating, a rectifier
must be used to make It direct Small
lamp socket rectifiers are now made
quite reasonably.

KEEP SPARE TIRES COVERED

NEW DEVICE FOR HEADLIGHT

The Illinois law requiring the dimming of headlights on approaching another vehicle does little more tbuu
make a formality of what has long
been a custom. More drastic laws
In other states, however, bid fuir to
get the Chicago motorist into trouble
if be tours far afield without due preparation.
Many headlight devices have been
approved for use in these states, but
the simplest suggestion for complying with the most of the varying regulations seems to be that suggested by
Macey F. Demlng, who framed the
law now In effect in New York,
Mr. Demlng says five minutes spent
in painting your light bulbs will give
a motorist an effective nonglare device in any state. For New York he
describes the method as follows:
"Paint the right side of the light
bulbs green and at the tip of each
bulb make a circle of green paiut
the diameter of the bulb. The
paint should cover the right of the
bulbs, looking with the car, for an arc
of 150 degrees."
Painting the right side of the bulbs
is prescribed becuuse the New York
law limits the amount of light that
many be directed to the left of the car.
The reason for this is the fact (which
some motorists know and muny don't)
that the light rays which come from
one-ha- lf

Reflection of Light
the right side of a bulb strike the reflector and are thrown to the
side of the road nnd, of course, vice
versa, as Indicated in the diugram.
Keeping this In mind, and remembering that to limit the light thrown
upward one must paint the lower side
of the bulbs, the motorist with a can
of paint should be able to adapt bis
headlights to almost any state law.
left-han- d
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Trouble May ' Be Caused by Leaky
Pump and Is Put Into Action
by Priming Feed Line.

well-fitte- d
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WHEELS WITH LOOSE SPOKES

Average Car Shows Tendency to Consume More During Cold Weather
Than In Summer Montha.

8queaking Noise Which la Quite An
noying May Be Eliminated by
Any Wheelwright

It Is the common experience of motorists that the average car shows n

marked tendency to use more gasoline
In winter weather than during the
warm months. A cold engine prevents
the proper vaporization of the fuel and
necessitates a very rich mixture. Cost
of operation Is thus excessive during
the starting and warming-uprocesses.
The problem Is to shorten or eliminate
this period of costly operation by heating up the engine fast, as an engine
will work as well, winter or summer,
after It Is heated up to the
temperature.
p

even-runnin- g

PRACTICAL AUTOMOBILE KITCHEN TO
FOLLOW OUR SOLDIER BOYS AT FRONT

MARKET

RICH INTRUDER

QUOTATIONS

Chicago Architect Hadn't Real
ized How Cold the Nights
Cleveland Oil Promoter Kills Man
Were Getting.
Found in Attic of His
House.
Chicago. Charles J. Hancox, an
architect, stood on the bridge at Van
Buren street, felt In his Inside coat
pocket to see that the note he had

DAUGHTER IS WITNESS

Tragedy Occura When Man Change)
His Plans and Returns Homo
Without Informing Wife of
His Early Arrival.

Westers Newepaper Union News Service.
DUNVICtt MARKETS.

Cattle.
Fat steers, ch. to prime. . .111.50311.09
Fat steera, good to ch
10.76011.60
Fat alaara, fair to good... 10.00dl0.7l
Helars,
.00f .TI
Cow a, fat,prime
good to choice. 8.500 Lit
Cowa, fat, fair to good.... 7.600 8.25
written was safe, and then climbed Cow a. common to fair
t.UOa 7.26
Veal calvei
1100011.76
up on the lee railing. While be Is Bulis
1.5
7.26
balancing himself for the leap the Feeders, good to choice... 0.00010.50
2.250 (.25
Feeders, fair to good
reader may glance at the note :
reeders, common to fair.. 7.500 1.25
"Please notify my wife, Mrs. Charles Blockers,
S.750 10.26
good to choice..
J. Hancox; my sister, Miss Lottie Htock.ii a, fair to good
8.000 8.75
Hancox, 5010 West Monroe street, and Good hoga
75017.40
IU.
S. W. Hancox of Ouk Park."
Seea.
Mr. Hancox cast a farewell look to215.5O016.O
light
ward the loop lights and dived. It was
14.000 15.00
heavy
10.60011. 74
a good dive. He came up like a sea Kwes
13.00014.26
Voarlinga
lion and quickly crawled on a cake of Wethers
12.00012.(0
Ice and began crying for help.
He
11 A V AND tiltAI
MAItKBT.

Cleveland. A formal charge of murder has been lodged against Elmer
Hupp, wealthy oil promoter of Cleveland, 0 who shot and killed Charles
L. Joyce, also wealthy and connected
with a leading clothing firm in New
York city, when lie found Joyce in the
Hupp home at Lakewood, a fashionable
Clevelond suburb.
Immediately after the shooting Hupp
informed the police and surrendered.
He is at liberty under $:I5,0(HJ bull pending the trial, in which his wife and
daughter, who witnessed
the tragedy, will be Important factors.
In a statement after his release
Hupp said: "Everybody makes mistakes. I guess we have made ours. I
am now going buck to my wife and
daughter."
Joyce, according to the Clevelund police, was thirty-ilvyears of uge and
lived ut Bruteuthul, a district known in
Cleveland as the "millionaire colony,"
which, although located within the city
limits of Clevelund, Is a separate municipality.
Hupp Changed His Mind.
According to the story reluted to the
police by Hupp, he left home several
days before the tragedy on a business
trip to Chicago and Kansas City. After reaching Chicago lie changed his
plans and started for home wltfiout informing his wife. On the evening of
the tragedy he heard a strange noise
soon after entering his house and
rushed to his wife's apartments. There,
Hupp Informed the police, he found
Mrs. Hupp and asked If she was alone.
Quickly Crawled on a Cake of Ice.
She said she was.
hadn't realized how cold the nights
Hupp told the officers that he heard
a noise In the attic and started up the were getting. Brldgetenders John Mo
stairs to Investigate, when he met loney and John Kyan at Hurrlson
street heard him. Muloney threw him
a life preserver. Hancox Jumped from
his ice cake and seized It.
Then Kyan, who had notified the
fire department and police, tied a rope
to the railing of the bridge nnd let
himself down hand over hand until
he was treading water. He hauled
Hancox to him and held him by the
neck until the fireboat came nnd took
him aboard.
A police ambulance met the fireboat
and Hancox was rushed to St. Luke's
hospital for treatment, his hands having been frozen. Otherwise he was
uninjured, it was stated. He declined
to talk.
Brldgetenders Malonoy and Ryan
also suffered frozen hands. They rub
bed them In snow, put a little kerosene on them, and went back to work.

(F.

Straw, per ton

(.000 7.00
..2.80

Oats, Nebr., 100 lb
buying....
Colo., oats, bulk, buying
Corn chop, sack, sellitiK

.......

,.2.0
..2.18

Com In sack, selling
..2.85
Gluten Feed, sacked, selling.... ..8.22
Bi mi, Colo., per 100 lbs., selling 1.77 's
Flour.
llunaurlau patent. US lbs. sacked,
6.16
subject to discount
DHtiSSUM I'OLI.TIIV.
Less 10 per cent commission.
32
Turkeys, funcy u. p
24
lurkeys. old turns
20
choice
lurkeys,
22
Ducks, young
Ueese
82

Koosters

15

034
02
022
025
$ 25
018

1'lva Poultry.
(Trices net F.U.U. Denver.)
14
lb
jiooHura,
Mo
17
Voung
30
26
Turkeys. 10 lbs. or over
23
Ducks, young
fii
Ueese
18

,10

KSSS.
No. 1 net,

B
graded
O. B. Denver
.17
Eggs, graded No. 2 net, V.
o. B. Denver
.12
JSgga. case count.
mlac
casea, less commission ...10.00010.25
llutter.
Creameries, ex. 1st grd., lb. .61 052
47
Creameries, 2nd grade, lb,...
44
Process
15 027
Packing stock (net)
Frail.
Apples, Colo. new fancy, box. 1.00 0 2.75
2.00
....
Peara, Colo.
Vegetable.
12.00014.00
Beans, Navy, cwt
7.000 8.00
Beans, Pinto, cwt.
Beana, Lima, lb.
.150 .12
1.600 1.76
Beets, (Jolo., cwt
2.000 2.50
Cabbage, Colo
1.600 2.00
Carrots, cwt
.16
.12tt
Cauliflower, lb
l.oo
.25
Celery, Pascal, Colo.,
.75
.45
Celery
.16
.25
Onions, table, doz...
2.00
1.504
Potatoes, cwt
.20
.154
Tomatoes, H. II.. lb.
1.75S 2.00
Turnips, Colo., cwt..

11IDIJS AMI PliLTS.
Dry Hides.

I

JI

II
I

MISCKI.I.ANUOIS

HIS

DEBT OF

HONOR

Fort Scott, Kan. Attorney

TRAVELING KITCHEN, RUN BY MOTOR POWER.
Feeding our soldiers la an Important matter, and the problems It presents
have Interested many of our inventors. The traveling kitchen, run by motor
power, is a very natural product of the times. There are several types.
The kitchen with its big kettles, large enough to cook food for two hundred and fifty men at one operation, Is mounted upon an automobile truck,
which can also carry reserve supplies to feed two hundred and fifty additional men.
For the chauffeur a protected cab Is provided In front and the cook may
attend to his work in the kitchen even while the truck is moving from place
to place, by standing upon a step in the rear. To prevent his being jolted
off on rough roads a hand rail has been provided to which he can hold-Pop- ular
Science Monthly.

Carload Price.)

Hay.
Ton.
Buying Prices
Colo, upland, per ton per 22.00924.08
Nebr. upland, per Ion
20.00
1'rairle hay (new crop),
Colo, and Nebr., per ton. .18.00020.00
24.00026.00
Timothy, per ton
Alfalfa (new crop) per ton 20.00022.00
South Park,
24.00025.00
ton
per
Gunnison Valley. uer (on.. .H2.00ltf24.0O

t

t

Kansas Lawyer Struggles Nine Years
to Wipe Out Moral
Obligation.

'..A aMn .J&V

O. B. Denver.

25
Flint butcher, lb
23
Flint fallen, lb
12
Flint bull and slatf, lb
12
Flint, culls and glue, lb
bait hides. 2c to 2c lb. less.
Horse hides 12 to 22 price of green
salted.
Green Malted Cured Hides, ete.
00 010.
Over 40 lbs., lb
Under 40 lbs., lb
010
07
iilue hides and skins
08
,.
stag
1 NOBODY WANTS HUSBAND 1 BullPartandcured,
lc less.
Ureen. 2c less than cured.
WHO SLEEPS WITH HORSE
4'alf and Kip, Ureea Salted.
200 22
Calfskin, lb,
Cleveland. Nobody wants a
. .12014
Kip, lb. ..
uacn.
who Insists
husband
upon X Deacons ..
1.0001.26
sleeping In the barn with the
tilunks ...
500 .75
.11
Branded .
horse.
At least, that's what
No. 1.. .. ,
5.0006.00
Horse,
Mrs. Louise Chrisslnger thinks.
4.00 0 5.00
Horse, No. 2
Olue and pony.
.2.6003.00
The court thought so, too, for
.00
T when Mrs. Chrisslnger filed her T Colt
Opened Fire Immediately.
tor divorce the court
Green Salted Pelts.
petition
Each.
Joyce. He opened fire immediately,
promised her a writ of separa- - T Lamb and sheep
$ 6002.60
three bullets taking effect In Joyce's
tion.
lan:
.45
.150
Spring
death.
nnd
body
causing instant
.100 .60
Shearlings
"He would eat his supper and
Mrs. Hupp is an unusually attractive
stick around the bouse until bed
Dry Flint Helta.
woman eight years younger than her ' time, and then he'd go out and
Wool pelts
346 35
Short wool pelts
of
30031
husbund, who is forty years
age. She
bed down with the horse," the
1
No.
24
Butcher
shearlings,
failed to make any explanation to her
No. 2 murlan shearlings
10
complainant told the udge.
husband in an effort to account for the
Bucks, saddles and pieces at valua.
presence of Joyce in their home.
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In cars equipped with oil pressure
Manufacturer Takea Palna to Wrap gauges and a piston type oil pump
It Thoroughly for Protection
the owner often is at a loss to know
From Light and Air.
why the gouge does not register, knowing that there Is sufficient oil In the
A cover for the spare tire Is some engine. This trouble may be caused
thing more than a bit of decoration. by a leaky pump. It may be put Into
You will notice that the careful tire action In many cases by priming. In
manufacturer takes pains to wrap the doing this disconnect the oil line back
new tire thoroughly. This Is to pro- of the gauge and while the engine Is
tect It from light aud air. The action running slowly squirt oil Into the feed
of sun and storm on the spare tire line by means of an oil can. Continue
hardens the rubber and Injures It so doing this until oil Is squirted back
thnt Its mileage will be less when It through the feed line, nfter which the
is put In service. A
cover line should be connected.
Is an economy and will more than pay
for Itself by protecting your tire In- USING GASOLINE IN WINTER

Wooden wheels with loose spokes
emit a squeaking sound which Is In
tensely annoying. The noise will be
more distinct when the car Is being
driven around a corner. Sometimes
this looseness may b obviated by replacing one or more spokes, or it may
be cured by forcing small wooden
wedges between the spokes and the
hub. A wheelwright can do the Job
In a few minutes.

'SUICIDE" SAVED BY

HUSBAND SHOOTS

Motorist With Can of Paint gnould
Be Able to Fix Lights to Suit
Laws of Any State.

OREGON

BOYS

STAGE

DUEL

One Shot to Death in Effort to
lieve Monotony of Hunt-

Sheppard of this town recently
the last payment on his debt of honor.
The law declared the debt legally
blotted out yeurs ugo, but Sheppard
considered it a moral obligation, and
paid every cent of it.
When the First National bank of
Fort Scott failed nine years ago notes
totaling $17,500, given by Sheppard
were among the bank's papers. Under
the receivership the debt was compromised
and Sheppard
for $3,000
mortgaged his home to pay that
amount. He declared at the time that
he would pay the balance, even though
it hnd been "legally" paid by court proceedings.
The first payment, amounting to
500, was made In 1914. In the following year he paid $2,500, and a payment
of equal size recently wiped out the
obligation.
Another Human Ostrich.
Shawano, Wis. When surgeons performed an operation on James
d
man sent here
a
for treatment, they discovered thnt his
stomach, umong other things, contain
ed a glass tube from a thermometer,
a pipe stem ana a Dutionnoon over
The point of this
six inches long.
hook had protruded through the wails
of the stomach.
feeble-minde-

Robbed Man of Marriage Funds.
Current for Headlight
Antfskldding Device.
Jackson, Tenn. A highwayman who
elecIs
Current
supplied for a new
Among he antlskiddlng devices for
attacked Norrls Taylor, a railroad
automobiles is one employing two tric headlight for bicycles by a genera- brakeman, robbed him of $135 which
)ronged bars mounted near the rear tor which is driven by friction against he had withdrawn from the bank to
wheels of a car and so operated by a the front wheel of a machine.
pay his wedding and honeymoon exlever by the driver that they are lowpenses.
ered against the tires when the lateral
Motors Like Men,
motion begins.
Motors are much like men the less
Dog Gives Fire Alarm.
character they possess the more, noise
Neenah, Wis. When Spot a pet fox
Prevent Mud 8plashlng.
they make. American Motorist
terrier, pulled the sheets off the bed,
A brush to be suspended on the outHenry Simmons, a farmer, awoke to
side of an automobile wheel to prevent
Slow in Shifting Gears.
And his bedroom filled with smoke.
It splashing mud has been patented by
Take your time In shifting gears, He was Just in time to put out a fire
"wo London hannenra.
Tour car will be better for it
caused by an overheated stove.

New York

Re- -

Ore.

Leslie

near here, because he and his boy companions staged a duel In the woods to
break the ennui of nn unsuccessful'
hunting trip.
enable to find any game, the boys
decided to stage a battle, and Ledoux
armed with a magazine .22 cnliber rifle.
nBrt.e,i ..t0 stand ofr Cecil Green,
thirteen, and Lake Smith, fifteen, each
armed with single shot 22s.
Crouching behind a stump and only
rising to fire, Ledoux stood his companions off for 15 minutes, and then
dropped dead with a bullet hole lu his
forehead. His companions went home
and told their parents Lexoux was
sick, but later confessed to the sheriff
whut had happened.
AUTO

PILOT OF

ON

ENGINE

I.ead

27.12H 07.25.

23. 12W.
Copper
Bar silver 85!c.
St. Louies Spelter

ing Trip.

Ledoux,
Oregon City,
J. I. aged
sixteen, is dead at Park Place,
made

MARKETS.

Prices for Metals.

17.72 54.

Boulder. Colo.
Tunvsten concen60 per cent. 220.00
22. 50 per
60
ores.
crude
unit;
per cent. $22.00
26.00; 25 per cent, 312 0012.50; 10 per
cent, 39.40 12.20 per unit.
Chicago tJraln and I'rovlaloo Prices.
Chicago. Corn No. 3 yellow, 170'a
1.75; No. 4 yellow, f 1.52'ti 1.70
Oats No. 3 white, 94i91c; standard. !0' 'ii VjC
Itye No. 2. 32.47.
Barley f I S." 'd 2 "3.
Timothy fx. 00 'a S .2.1.
f
33.00.
Clover
Lar- d- $2.YuO.

trates,

Itlbs- - f H.Z&'a 24.75

Kansas City Produce.
Kansas
Butter Creamery
firsts. 42c; city
seconds. 43c; packing,
Kkks

. 45c
18c.

J

Klrnts. 43c; seconds. 42c.
I'uultry Itooster8. 2oc; broilers 23'

24c.

rln

V in nen polls,
'

Hye

Bran

la Mlaaeaaolls.
Minn. Barley

$1.70i

f2 42ff 2.43.
132.50.

Boetoa Wool Market.
Boston.
Wool Scoured basis: Texas Fine 12 months, fl.6S1il.72; (Ins f
months, f 1.55 1.60.
Member of It Seriously
Territory Fine staple. J1.85; half
blood
Injured.
11.7001.75:
combine;,
blond combing, tl 50
fine
,
clothing-fine medium
fl.60J1.66;
Lincoln, III. Carried 50 yards in an clothing- tl. 65$ 1.60.
Pulled: Extra, tl.t091.tlt: AA, tl 70
lutomobile on the pilot of an engine,
1.80; A supers. fl.60fl.65.
was the unusual experience of John
,
N. A. Sen- I. Miller, his
Llaaeed.
Duluth Minn.
Unseed
npr and Mr Rnd 5Irg 0scar RIckards
tl.f5Ua
.974:
13.S3H aaked;
May.
July.
s"ks, None was seriously hurt. The party
Oil
was accompanying Mr. Rlckards on a
Stew Yark Cottoa Prices.
questionnaire-fillintrip. The machine
Vew York. Cotton March. 11 00:
May, 20.70;: July, 30.22; October. 29 05:
did not even upset
December, 28.84.
Save Girl's Beauty.
Ckleaca Ure Stork Qaatatloaa.
Chlcas-oLos Angeles, Cal. The life and
Hosts Bulk. 117.2017 40:
llRht.
fl6.85 17.45;
mixed.
fl7 00
who
of
Miss Anneska Frollk,
beauty
fl6.70'6 17.40:
17.40;
heavy.
rouKh
was burned by acid thrown in her face tl.70ff 16.85; ple;a. tl2.7S8
125.
Cattle Native ateers f8.8514.15:
by a rejected suitor, has been saved stockera
and feeders. f7 60S 11.00 cowa
by four young Los Angeles girls and and heifers. flS.Tofc 12.00; calves tS.75
a man who volunteered to give skin
Pheep Sheep, f 13.25fi 12 50; Iambs,
In order that Miss Frollk might live. fll.7691S.2S.
The girls who gnve the skin were Wln-nl- f
Esrara. Patarne
aa Paaltrr.
red Gratz of San Gabriel ; May Scott Batter,
Chlcasjo. Butter Creamery 44048c
of East Washington street; Lillian
.
ordinary"
".Tir"1"-mark, cases Included.
Hoffman of East Twenty-thirstreet S7fl40cMtJ40c;
and Florence Holmes of Hollywood.
Potatoes .Wisconsin.
Mich I (ran and
Norman Page of South Slchel street Mlnneaota bulk, fl.46 01.60; do sacks.
was the twin.
Poultry Sprints, i8c.

Party Is Carried Fifty Yards and
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New Mexico State Record
Publ'ihfd

are for flc. Ilarkey was offered bv Atlolfo Leyba a few nights ago,
tin rents a I pound, lmt reserved thirty or 40 pcrsonsare said to have
judgment on lie sale. 'I lie cattle are participated in a free for all fight
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N. S. Uirtcher and J. 1. Heals sold
old
a bunch of three and four-yea- r
steers in the Artisia district to
i
I....
vsi id icy jdiiic.s
i lit ii in:
j wfMiay.
about a
was ,no
huinlred annuals ni the herd.
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MR. WILSON

dollars.
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the sale of Thrift Stamps and Iiaby
Koii-i'f
for the whole county
uiiieh 17(1 v.e't sold in A'tcsin, and
700 Thrift
the
for
Stanp-county,
.md 27ti for Art., sia. -- Artesia Advoc- -
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Mr. Ifar- - m arly all being wild with intoxic-kc- y
by the pound anls. A knife was stuck into Lujan's
is a new wrinkle in ihc cow business, skull through the temple. He is get-nib. t as o in as cowmen become ting along very well and may recover,
to il, lie thinks it will become
h
general prarl'i'c Carlsbad Cur- - Boozn Cause of Killing
rent.
Booze wns the cause of a shooting
nf fray in Va'.;oii Mound last week
Artesia is leading the county in m which Mr. and Mrs. Enrique Mes- lit Id at

by

"e

ted

EDITORIAL CLIPPINGS

And tobacco

tas and Nicolas Rivera participated.
The latter is dead and the other two
painfully wouniled. Rivera and mcs
tas are said to have been drinking
together, and later to have gone to
Mae-tas- '
tiarrelhome where they
Rivera left
cd about Mrs. Maestas.
,ut soon returned, and. it is alleged
railed Maestas to the door and shot
He then turned bis rifle on
him.
himself, despite Mrs. Maestas' efand
ki'led himself. The bullet
forts,
that ended h;s life clipped off one
of the woman's finpers. BootlcKCinR
prevalent in Mora county. -- Milk
Developer.

better toasted

ncv tastes much

You'll know this when you

tmoke the famous Lucky Strike
cigarette, the real Burley cigarette.
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Ci, H. S limey
of Lake wood returned turned Tuesday from Orla,
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wide, white strip on the nose of one
and white hind feet on the other; that
auother was spotted" on the hindquarters and that the fourth was wOHe.
She had
with large, red blotches.
known cattle all her life. Kile would
know these If she saw I hem anywnere.
She also discovered for herself that
they could not have broken out of that
pasture and that the river bank was
impassable because of high, thick bushes and miry mud In the open spaces.
She had a flght with Blue over these
latter places and demonstrated beyond
doubt that they were miry by getting
him in to the knees In spite of his violent objections. They left deep tracks
behind them when they got out. The
calves iiad not gone investigating the
bank, for there was not a trace anywhere, and the bluff was absolutely
unscalable. Billy Louise herself would
have felt doubtful of climbing out that
way. The gray rim rock stood straight
and high at the top, with never a crevice, so far us she could sec, and the
gorge was barred so that It wus im- possible to go that way without lifting
heavy poles out of deep sockets ami
sliding them to one side.
"I've got an Idea about a gate here,"
"There
Charlie confided suddenly.
won't be any more mysteries like this.
I'm going to flx a swinging gate In
I
place of these bars. Miss Louise.
shall have it swing uphill like this,

The Ranch at the Wolverine
A Story of Love and Adventure on Idaho's Plains
((.. pnlght, Utile, Brown

By B. M. BOWER
A

Co.)

CHARLIE FOX ARRIVES AT THE COVE AND HELPS MARTHY
HE SOON DISCOVERS

RUN THE PLACE

EVI-

DENCE OF CATTLE THEFT.

blunder. I'd have to know absolutely
before I'd uccuse any one of stealing
those calves, Miss Louise. I'd have to
see hem in a mail's corral, with his
brand on them-- 1 believe that's the
way It's done out here and even

then"

"Where have you looked?" There
were reasons why this particular sub- Jed was painful to Hilly Louise. "And
are you sure they didn't get out of
Hint pasture and wander on down the
Cove, among all those willows? It's a
perfect jungle away down. Are you
sure they aren't with the rest of the
cattle? I don't see how they could
leave the Cove unless they were drlv-- j
en out."
"Yes. I thought of that strange as it
.
ha rile s voice was
may seem.
lie
On
the
seemed
contrary,
- -- Continurd.
Ward
IIIlady."
CHAPTER
hastily returned the mop
to ils corner, rolled down his sleeves glad that she took so keen an Interest
nnd
Ynil
Then he in his affairs. "It has been a week,1
picked up his gloves.
illllsl'.
'iiv uiimiiuic,
"Ton
since they Hew the coop.
stepped outside ami waited beside Hilly you know,
en ini' frniii tin, nr V"
did hunt every foot of that Cove twice
I pit lis fur as the Louise, looking not in the least like I
No. I ili'l not.
I drove
every hoof of stock up
who has Jiisi wiped a lot of dishes over.
iTi'i'l; iinil saw Wuc's trurks coming mail
and corraled them and made sure these
and scrubbed a Hour.
iI.kmi, s,, I just snrt i'f triiiliil along,
The nephew, .striding along behind four were not in the herd. Then I
I fi) 'It
t'l-- eeii.Lt was inoiiiiiiie's tin
inch of that wilMartliy anil showing head and shoul- hunted through every
lil.c talking ti."
ders
above
not to resent low jungle and all along the bluff and
seemed
her,
lit
laughed
"l,miiiie's daughter"
Miss Louise, I put in three
he river.
tin mill instinctively niinlc n cluing In any little mischance, such as muddy days at It, from sunrise till it was tool
flirted upon him from a broom.
walcr
till' sulijivt.
He grinned reinliiiscenlly as he came dark to see. Then I began riding outgo in iiml wash the
'I've n'"l
shook hands Willi the two of them side. There isn't a trace of them anyup,
1'iirk
fnitu
I had
ilislii'S," slii' siiiil, stcpphiK
just bought tliem from
and did not let his glance dwell too where
"
in:
done
T course nothing wits
liim.
I drove them
ton often upon Hilly Louise nor Sea beck, you know.
or
long
n
little
the cabin, iiml I've Imtu doing
home, and because they were tired,
loo
ti mv Ward.
briefly
I
1
lio'isi'i li'iiiiinc
guess the ilishwattT
just left them in that
When Ward went to the stable after and so was I,
if it liiisn't all
is lint l.y this tiniiI came down the
Hhie half an hour later Charlie Fox upper meadow as
lnlnl :h:ij."
gorge. I hadn't branded them yet. I
went
liim.
His
with
when
maimer
they I know I've made an awful botch of
W'niil, us a iiiuttiT of course, tied his v ere alone was
not so exubthe thing, Miss Louise," he confessed,
lorsi' In tin' fence ami went into the erantly cheerful --different,
more
and
frank
pracnil. in with her lie also nski'il licr to tical.
turning toward her with an honest dishlk- liitu tu a dish towel, which she
tress ami a
humility In Ills
it
floored
me
to
"Honest,
completely
ilin after a good ileal of riiiniiiimiiit;.
that wiped from Hilly Louise's
eyes
see
what
old
woman
thai
been
has
poor
iiiiinl any incipient tendency toward
He Mood with Ills liut on the hack of
his head, a cigarette hctwecn his lips, up against down here," he told Warren, contempt. "Hut you see I'm green at
tobacco
a
into
silver
rimmed
iiml iipeil the dishes with nuicli up- shilling
And I never dreamed
briar pipe while Ward xaddled Blue. this much game.
those calves weren't perfectly safe In
parent enjnyineiit. lie oliji'ctcil strong- - "I don't
know
a
of
a
deuce
lot
about ,1
..
rph.
uuu nnuii,
y to Hilly Louise's assertion '.hat she:
Hin ue
r .......
ranch game, but If that old lady incur. inr mi,
ineaiit to rub the Hour, hut when he this
and the burs are absolutely bars to any
I
can
I
across
it
guess can wabble stock
put
found her quite ohilurate lie changed
larger than a rabbit.
his metli'Kl without in the least degree along somehow. Too bad the old man
"I hate to bother you with this, and
in
Aunt
cshiil
now, but
Martha
yielding his point, though for iliploiuat-j- as good asjusttold me he wasn't much I don't want you to think have come If You'll Let Down the Bars, Mr. Fox,
111 Hit the Trail."
reasons he iippeured to yield.
I
so
a
can
lone hand whining for sympathy," he said after
maybe
play
Me carried water front the creek and force,
seea minute of moody silence.
'Hut,
I'll
and
have
a weight arranged so that
I
as
us
here
could have done with
easy
tilled tile teakettle, the big iron pot and
ing they were not branded yet with it will always close itself if one Is careboth puils. Then, when Hilly Louise him."
I
our brand
thought perhaps you had less enough to ride on and leave it
Afterward, when Ward thought it run across them
luid tuttied her hue', upon liim while
and paid no attention, open. I have it all worked out In my
she looked in a dark corner for the over, he remembered gratefully that thinking they belonged to Senbeck."
alleged brain. 1 shall do It right away
'hai lie Fox had refrained from atmop, he suddenly seized her under the
Hilly Louise smiled a little to herself.
Is rather nervous
arms and lifted her upon the a , and tempting any discussion of Hilly Louise If he had not been quite so "green at too. Aunt Martliy
this gorge now. Every evening
before she had linished lier list inished or from asking any questions even re- the ranch game" lie would have men- uboiit
she walks up here herself to make sure
gasping he caught up a pail of water motely personal. He knew enough about tioned brands at first as the most Iminns are closed."
and sloslcd it upon the floor under her. men In apprtviale the tactful silences portant point instead of tacking on the the"You
may ns well make up your
of he stranger, and when Hilly Louise
Then he grinned in his triumph.
on the way home predicted that the information casually after ten tuiuules mind to it," said Billy Louise irreleconsterof
a
Louine
cave sipical
Hilly
of other less vital details.
vantly in a tone of absolute certainty.
nation and then sat absolutely still, nephew was going to be a success Ward
"Were they vented?" she asked, sup- "Those calves were driven out of the
not feel like qualifying the verdict.
did
doorthe
staring round eyed through
pressing the smile so that It was mere- gorge. That means stolen. You needn't
way. Ward stepped buck even his
I don't
ly a twitch of the lips which might accuse any one in particular.
IV.
CHAPTER
and
composure was slightly jarred
mean anything.
could. Hut they were
suppose
you
Ins
lipM amusedly.
twisted
"1 yes, I think they were.
That's stolen."
The Mystery of the Missing.
"Hello," he said ufter a few blank
what you call It when IVe former ownCharlie frowned and glanced up spec
rode
Charlie
down
"ox
of
some
didn't
missed
"You
il,
seconds,
er Hits his brand in a different place ulatively ut the bluff's rim.
W1IKN Wolverine a month or
you?" His tone was mildly commiserhis ownership lias ceased,
to
show
that
"Oh, your mountain sheep theory is
later, tied Ills horse under the
ating. "Will you come in?"
Isn't it? Sea beck puts his lira nd up no good," Billy Louise giggled. "I
sheil
to
came
and
the
as
cabin
up
I
thank you, I don't believe
side down"
doubt If a lizard even would try to
will." The speaker looked in, however, though he knew of no better place in
"I know Seabeck's vent," Billy Louise leave the Cove over the bluff." which
"ninm-inle- "
nil
the
when
he
world;
tagreeted
saw Hilly Louise perched upon the
as though she were something cut in. There was no need of letting certainly was a sweeping statement
ble anil took off his hat. He was well
a Hue fellow display more ig- when you consider a lizard's habits.
In
his
and
talked with such
sight
plastered with dirty water that ran precious
norance on the subject. "And I should "A mountain sheep couldn't anyway."
Inwas
her
about
the
she
most
things
town and left streaks of until behind.
have noticed It If I had seen four
"They're hummers to climb "
"I must have cot olT the road," he said. terested in and actually made her feel calves vented fresh and not rebrauded.
calves are not. Mr. Fox. Not
"But
If
alus
were
he
Immensely Interested
'I'm looking for Jason Meilke's ranch."
In the world didn't you stick your like that. Y'ou know
Why
yourself they were
could
Louise
not
so,
Hilly
simply
help brand on ut the same time?" Billy stolen.
Hilly Louise tucked her feet farther
Why not admit it?"
under her skirts and continued to stare admiring him mill liking liim for his Louise was losing patience with his
"Would that do any good bring
dumbly. Ward, glancing at her from frank good nature and his kindness. greenness.
them back?" be countered, looking up
the corner of his eyes, stepped consid- She had never before met a man just
"1 didn't have my branding iron with at her.
erately between her and the stranger like Charlie fin, though she had known me," Charlie answered humbly. "I
"X-o- ,
but I do hate to see a person
so that his broad shoulders quite hid many who were what Ward once called have done that
I bought deliberately shut his eyes in front of a
when
before,
"parlor broke."
her from the man's curious stare.
those oilier cows and calves, I "
fact. We may as well admit to ourIt wus not until Charlie was leaving
"You've struck the right place," he
"You'd better pack your iron next selves that there is a rustler in the
said calmly. "This Is il." He picked that he gave Hilly Louise a hint that time," she retorted. "If you can't get
country. Then we can look out for
up another pail of water and sloshed it his errand was not yet accomplished. a little hunch of calves ten miles with- him."
upon the wet Door to rinse off the mud. She walked down with him to where out losing them "
eyes had the troubled look.
"Is -- nil Mrs. Meilke in?" (Hie could his horse was tied and so gave him a "But you must understand I did. I "ICharlie's
hate to think that. Aunt Martha
not accuse the young man of craning, bloom against the dull brown of the too!: them
home and turned them Into insists that is what we are up against,
h'it he certainly did try to get another chance to speak what was In his mind. the Cove. I know I'm an awful
chump
"You know, I hatit to mention little at this."
jilimpse of the person on the table and
"Well, she knows more about It than
failed because of Ward.
worries before your mother," he said.
"The calves may not be absolutely you do, believe me. If you'll let down
"She's down in the meadow," Billy "Those pathetic eyes of tiers make me lost,
you know. Why, I lost a big the bars, Mr. Fox, I'll hit the trail,
Louise murmured.
nshamed to bother her with a thing. steer last
spring and never found him and if I tiud out anything I'll let you
"She's down in the meadow," Ward Hut I am worried. Miss Louise. I came till I was going to sell a few head. know at once."
Lf
to
man.
seen
over
ask
to
the
young
you
bespattered
anything Then he turned up, the biggest and fatyou've
repcatiil
When she rode over the bleak upVou just go down past the stable and of four calves of ours. I know you test one in the
bunch. You can't tell. land she caught herself wishing that
ride a good deal through the hills.
They get themselves in queer places she might talk the thing over with
They disappeared c week ago, and I sometimes. I'll come over tomorrow Ward.
He would know just what
i n n't tlnd
I hem.
trace
I've
been
of
any
if I can and take n look at that pasture ought to be done. But winter was com.
I
all
the
but
can't and all around. And I'll keep a good ing, and she would drive her stock
hills,
looking
through
locate them."
lookout for the calves."
down into the fields she had ready.
seen
Louise
had
not
Hilly
them,
men would have objected to They would be safe there surely. Still,
and she begged for particulars. theMany
unconscious patronage of her tone. she wished Ward would come. She
I ilmi't
see how they could get away
Thai Charlie Fox did not, hut accept- wanted to talk It over with a man who
from your cove," she said, "unless your
ed the spirit of helpfulness in her understood and who knew more about
bars were down."
words, lifted him out of the small na--t such things than she did.
"The burs were all right. It was last ti red class.
The fate of the four heifer calves beI think.
I'm not sure. They
Friday,
"It's awfully good of you," he said. came permanently wrapped in the
were III the little meadow above the "You
know a lot more about the bovine blank fog of mystery. Billy Louise
house, you see. I was away that night. nature
than I do, for all I put in every watched for them when she rode out in
and Aunt Martha is a liltle hard of
minute studying the subject. I'm the bills and spent a good deal of time
spare
hearing. She wouldn't hear anything taking four different stock
journals heretofore given over to dreaming in
unless there were considerable noise.
now, Miss Louise. I'll bet I know a lot trying to solve the riddle of their dis-- i
I came home the next forenoon
I was
more about the different strains of vappearance. Charlie Fox insisted upon
over to Seaback's and the bars were rious breeds
than you do, Miss Cattle keeping to the theory that they had
in place then. Aunt Martha had not
But I'm beginning to see that merely strayed.
Marthy grumbled
been up the gorge nor had any one Queen.
we only know what wc learn by ex- sometimes over the loss, and Ward-w- ell,
come to the ranch while 1 was gone.
Ward did not put in an appearI've a new book on the sub
So yon see. Miss Louise, here's a very perience.
ject of heredity of the cattle. I'm go ance again that fall or winter and ao
pretty mystery."
ng home and see lf Seabeck hasn't did not hear of the Incident
"Vou think they were driven off. stumbled
upon a strain that can be
don't you?" Billy Louise asked a ques- traced back to
CHAPTER V.
your native mountain
tion with the words and made a statement of it with her tone, which was a sheep." Louise
The Little Devils of Doubt.
Billy
laughed and said goodtrick of hers.
spring had come, and
hy and stood leaning over the gate
Charlie I ox shook his head, but his watching him as he zigzagged up the
canyon, with the sun shining
eyes did not complete the denial. "Miss hill, stopping his horse often to breathe.
clown aslant into us uepius, wag
Louise. I'd work every other theory to She began to wonder, then, about those a picturesque gash In the hills, wild
death before I'd admit that possibility. calves. Vented and not rebranded. enough In all conscience, but to the
I don't know all of iuy neighbors so
they would be easy game for any man normal person not In the least degree
He Caught Up a Pail of Water and
but I should hesitate a long, who first got his own brand on them. gloomy. The Jutting crags were sunwell,
very
on
Floor.
It
the
Sloshed
long time "
She meant to get a description of them lit and warm. The cherry thickets
"It needn't have been a neighbor. when she saw Charlie again it was whispered In a light breeze and shelhe waved a hand
follow cn down"
men
passing like his innocence to forget the most tered birds that sang b) perfect convaguely lefore he took up the broom There are lots of strange
again. "You'll find her, all right," he through the country. Did you look for essential details and she meant to tent Not a gloomy place surely when
tracks?"
added encouragingly.
sunny morning laid Its
keep her eyes open. If Charlie were the peace of
"I did not. I didn't want to admit right about the calves not being any- spell upon the land.
Oh, Ward! That must I Marthy's
I
decline to admit it where in the cove, then they bad been
that possibility.
nephew. What will he think?"
Billy Louise, however, did not re"Does it matter such a deuce of a now." The chin of Charlie Fox squar- driven out of It, stolen. Billy Louise spond to the canyon's enticements. She
lot what he thinks?" Ward went on ed perceptibly, so tunt BilUe Louise turned dejectedly away from the fence brooded over ber own discouragements
with his interrupted scrubbing.
caught a faint resemblance to Marthy and went down to a shady nook by the and the tantalizing little puzzles which
"I'm awfully glad he came, anyway," in his face. "I saw a man accused of creek, where she had always liked to somehow would not lend themselves to
said Billy Louise. "I won't have to a theft once," he said. "The evidence do her worrying and bard thinking.
any convincing solution. She was In
was or seemed absolutely unassailaThe next day she rode early to the that condition of nervous depression
stay all night now. I was going to."
"In that case the young man is wel- ble. And afterward be was exonerat- Cove and lenrned some things from where she saw ber finest cows dead by
come as a gold mine. Here tbey come ed completely. It was just a horrible Marthy which she bad not gleaned bloat in the alfalfa meadows and how
be and lira. Hartha. Xou'U nave to mistake. But he left school under a from Charlie. She learned that two of would she pay that machinery not
Introd ace me; I bar never met the cloud. His life was ruined by the tha cnlvM war a dneo red exceot for a then? She saw John Pringle calling
have fur twenty
nl tin- I'mi' on Wolverine
in:iilc ti
jcts
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unexpectedly and Insistently for M
"time," and where would she find
trust o it
mau whom she
of her sight? John 1'rliigl was si;-- ,
and he was stupid and growled at Wr
I'hoebe till Billy Louise wanted io
shake him, but he was "steady," i,id
that one virtue covers many a lun'g
(Special Information Service, United States Department of Agriculture.)
faults and keeps blm drawing wages
BUCKET OF WATER
OUNCE OF PREVENTION
regularly.
Her mother had been mors and mora
Inclined to worry as the hot weather
came on. Lately her anxiety over
small things had rather got upon the
She felt 111
nerves of Billy Louise.
used and downhearted and as If nothing mattered much anyway. She passed her cave with a mere glance and
scowl for the memories of golden days
"
&
In her lonely childhood that clung
around it.
She was in this particularly dissatisfied mood when she rode out of the
canyon at Its upper end, where the
hills folded softly down into grassy
valleys where her cattle loved best to
graze. Since the grass hud started in
il
the spring she hud kept her little herd
up here among the lower bills, and by
riding along the higher ridges every
day or so and turning buck a wandering animal now and then she had held
them in a comparatively small area,
where they would be easily gathered in
the fall. A few head of Seabeck's stock
hud wandered in among hers and some
of Marthy's. And there was a big roun
steer that bore the brand of Johnson,
over on Snake river. Hilly Louise
knew them all, as a housewife knows
her flock of chickens, and if she missed
seeing certain leaders in the scattered
groups she rode until she found them.
Two old cows and one big red steer
Fire on an Unprepared Farm Usually Makes a Clean Sweep.
that seemed always to have a followtinkled
wore
that
bells
pleasant
ing
full of dust and dirt and become oflittle sounds in the alder thickets along
fensive. Water can be kept from
the creek as she passed by.
She rode up the long ridge which
freezing In all except very low temperatures by adding a couple of pounds
gave her a wide view of the surroundof common salt to each bucketful. A
ing hills and stopped Blue, while she
EVERY
single bucket of water may check a
stared moodily ut the familiar, shadow
fire when the delay In getting water
splotched expanse of high piled ridges,
from a pump would allow the blaze to
with deep, green valleys and deeper
become uncontrollable. In buildings a
hued canyons between. She loved Fire
Buckets Should Be Handy in long way from a water supply,
a cask
them, every one. But today they failor tub of water from which to refill
ed to steep her senses in that deep conBuildings Not Otherwise
buckets Is very desirable.
tent with life which only the grout outProtected.
There Is a right and a wrong way
doors can give to one who has learned
to throw water on a fire. Don't
how satisfying is the draft and how
become excited.
Spread the water
soothing.
LOSS ANNUALLY IS IMMENSE with a sweeping motion all over the
flaming material. Water thrown hastily
may miss the blaze or fall to spread
very
Billy Louise becomes
much discouraged over the state
8alt in Water Keeps Emergency Sup- properly over the burning material.
A fire chief of an eastern city at a
of family finances. She hears
ply From Freezing Special Fire
demonstration put out on angry fire of
and sees things that make her
Pails With Rounded Bottom
material by calmly applying
doubt Ward.
Are Most Favored.
ten cupfuls of water where they would
do the most good.
(TO HE CONTlNUERi
Examine Beans for Poloons.
SAWDUST CHOKES OIL
The port laboratories of the burentl
VELDT MARKS ITS DWELLERS
BLAZE.
of chemistry of the United States department of agriculture are giving
Have a bucket of Bawdust
Loneliness and Silence Affect Those
speclnl attention to detecting poisonDoomed to Live in Plain of
ready to choke an oil blaze esous beans offered for import to this
British South Africa.
pecially In the garage or uround
country. According to the annual rethe gus engine. Adding two or
port of the bureau of chemistry, the
three pounds of common soda to
Before the Boer war there was a
high price of beans has led to shipa bucket of sawdust Improves It
saying current mnong the Boers of
ment of
Burma or Rangoon
ns un extinguisher.
South Africa tluit you could always
Spreud it
beans from Asia and tnplrnmos beans
Is
little
of
five
n
Water
hud
who
a
with
man
scoop.
spent
recognize
from South America, which nre known
use where oil Is blazing It may
years on Hie veldt. This was a saying
no less true then than now, for the
spread the flume. Sand, while
veldt is a place of great silence and
good to smother fires, is a bud
AMERICA'S AGRICULTURAL 1
loneliness and It leaves its mark on
thing to pour on machinery.
ARMY.
those who dwell In it.
The veldt Is the great plain of what
In the field of agriculture we
Millions of dollnrs' worth of agriculIs now British South Africa, the limithave agencies and instrumentaliless, featureless stretch of prairie dot- tural wealth much of It food Is deties, fortunately, such as no othted with knobs of hills Unit the Boers stroyed by fire In the United States
er government In the world can
call kopjes, pierced and gashed by every year. At normal prices and
show. The department of agrigullies that run their with an average crop It would take the
culture Is undoubtedly the greattwisting course from horizon to hori- value of the greater part of the potato
est practical and scientific agrizon. The word "veldt" Is closely al- crop of the country to offset all that
cultural organization In the
lied to the German word for "world" Is lost annually through the fires on
world. Its total annual budget
or "universe," und the relationship Is farms.of $40,000,000 has been Increased
This Is a dead loss to the nation
something more than mere coinciduring the last four years more
dence. To the mun standing In the for the fact that most Individual losers
than 72 per cent. It has a staff
midst of this plain it seems to extend are partially reimbursed through Inof 18,000, Including a large numin every direction to the outermost surance does not In the least reduce
ber of highly trained experts,
the drain on our national resources
limits of space.
nnd alongside of It stand the
The veldt Is without sound or color, and It Is a loss that Is largely pret
to
reduce
this
ventable.
colleges,
ways
unique
Simple
to
features
catch the
without striking
In Formers'
without
are
which
waste
are
example elsesuggested
great
A
low
hills
eye.
day's trek among
and
where, and the 69 state and fedcovered with gray grass, plods wear- Bulletin 904, "Fire Prevention Issued
on
the
eral
Farm,"
Fire
experiment stations. These
Fighting
ily through mile after mile of the same for free distribution
by the United
colleges and experiment stations
hills, and ends in a dry valley as like
of agriculture.
have a total endowment of plant
the valley of the morning as one pea State department
and equipment of $172,000,000
The Are bucket, according to the
is like another. After a few dnys of
Is the oldest,
and an income of more than
this the traveler wonders lf his prog writers of the bulletin, fire
with 10,271 teachers, a
extinguish
ress Is not a mere Illusion, if he is not simplest and chenpest
resident student body of 125,000,
er, and should be In every farm buildreturning day after day to the same
and a vast additional number
ing and home not equipped with more
spot.
elaborate
equipment.
receiving Instruction at their
Now and again the monotony Is
Round Bottom Buckets Best.
homes. County agents. Joint ofbroken by some veldt farm, a place of
ficers of the department of agriAny kind of bucket filled with water
loneliness
the
exiles
who
for
exceeding
and placed hnndlly Is good, but speculture and of the colleges, are
till It. There will be a furmhouse, a cial fire buckets with rounded bottoms
with
everywhere
a
well
a
and
huts
few
a
kraal,
barn,
the farmers and assisting them.
like a kettle are best. There Is no
kuffirs.
To
the
railroad
for the
may temptation to use such buckets for
The number of extension workbe a distance of anywhere from 20 to
r
act
ers under the
purposes and they are much
ordinary
70 miles. Half the year the roads are more
nnd under the recent emergency
likely to be left hung on the
The little community brackets or In the round holes cut for
Impassable.
legislation has grown to 5,500
must be sufficient unto Itself. Life on them In shelves. Any kind of fire
men and women working regua veldt farm is n severe test of the buckets should be specially painted or
In the various communilarly
Inner resources of man or womnn.
labeled and never used for any purties and taking to the farmer
the latest scientific and practical
pose other than fire fighting. They
Crepes and Pongees.
Information.
should be placed near entrances and
Alongside these
Crepe de chine, In spite of Its name, near the top of stairways or ladders
great public agencies stand the
does not come from China but from where they can easily be reached on
very effective farmers themselves which are more and more
Japan, Italy and France. There ore no entering the building or loft Several
factories for making silk piece goods buckets nested In a barrel of water
learning the best methods of coIn China, all the weaving being done are an effective device.
operation and the best methods
of putting to practical use the
Needless to say, the fire buckets
by hand. With the exception of ponassistance derived from governgees, the products of the Chinese looms should always be kept filled by replacare not popular abroad, except In ing the water lost by evaporation.
From Presimental sources.
Oriental countries, being too henvy,
dent Wilson's message to farmIf the buckets are covered, water
although the patterns are wonderfully will not evaporate so rapidly nor get
ers, January 31.
beautiful and the colors exceedingly
rich.
STORE GASOLINE UNDERThe pongees are woven In the homes
to yield hydrocyanic acid under some
GROUND.
of the peasants, and as they come from
conditions. Shipments Indicating the
no
are
extwo
ever
looms
pieces
many
presence of hydrocyanic acid were
stored
never
Is
Gasoline
In
safely
weight, fineness, color
actly alike
therefore excluded as being dangerous
Is
an
in
It
until
underground
come
The
texture.
from
and
Shantungs
to health. These poisonous beans are
from
a
The
single
tank.
vapor
and
the
Nanshal
the Liutang district,
varieties of lime beans of various colfrom the Nighul district
pint will render the air In an
ors, and in shape may not be unlike
room
sized
explosive.
ordinary
the common navy bean. On careful InHeavier than air, the gasoline
Write Cheery Letters.
spection they may be distinguished
or
floor
near
rests
the
vapor
One girl has a plan which has
from the common bean by the fact
a
and
person standing
ground,
She never
worked out admirably.
that, unlike the common bean, they
may be unconscious of the danwrites any of her troubles to her peoshow distinct strlatlons, or stripes,
In
a
lantern
he
until
ger
places
ple. She decided when she started
radiating from the eye to the edge.
zone.
the
danger
out in life for herself thnt she would
There are also other less noticeable
never write of her worries. If she
differences.
were in any real difficulty she would
use the telegraph. And she would use
Idle acres or Idle hands either are
It only to solve a problem which could
unpatriotic.
not be solved In any other way.
So far she has been able to work
The best flagpole American farmers
out all her problems without writing
can erect is the silo. But why not put
of her worries. She has never teleup a flagpole too?
graphed, because she has found that
corn crib eat
Don't let rats in
with earnest effort she has been able holes In our national your
defense.
Poor seed Is a grave menace to the
to work out all of her own difficulties.
wet
lands
Tile draining
will Increase 1918 corn crop. This danger can be
removed only by
Head Over Heels.
crop returns from $10 to $20 per acre.
"He must be bead over heels Id
A big garden well cared for will add
love."
Improved farm machinery and appliances will help oat the labor scar- more dollars to the family puraa than
"Why?"
"He's engaged to a girl who talks) city. Be a
farmer.
any other acre on the farm.
hbzhbrow stuff, but can't daace."
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Food Lessons

Excellent puddings.
Wholesome bread and cookie.
cold day.
An appetizing soup for
Baked dinner dish In place of meat.
To cook oatmeal, stir slowly two
and one-hacupfuls of rolled oats Into five cupfuls of boiling water which
teaspoon-ful- s
has in It two and
of salt. Cook for one hour or
over night in a double boiler or fl
cooker. This will serve five people. If you want it fur two meals,
cook twice the amount to save time
and fuel.
Delicious Oatmeal Pudding.
Do you know that oatmeal makes
delicious puddings and other good
things?
Try one when you have a light dinner or supper.
Oatmeal Betty.
Two cupfuls outineul.
Four apples cut up small.
f
cupful raisins.
f
cupful sugar.
teuspoonful cinnamon.
f
hour.
Mix uud bake for
Serve hot or cold. Any dried or fresh
fruits, dates, or ground peanuts may
be used insteud of apples. Klthir will
serve five people.
Scotch Soup.
With bread and dessert it Is enough
for lunch or supper.
f
Two and
quarts water, one
and
cupfuls rolled oats.
Five potatoes cut In small pieces.
Two onions, sliced, two tablespoonfuls flour.
Two tublespoonfuls fat.
Roil the water and add the oatmeal,
f
tablespoon-fu- l
potato, and onion,
f
of salt and
teaspoonful
f
hour. Drown
pepper. Cook for
the flour with the fat and add to the
soup. Cook until thick. One cupful of
tomato adds to the flavor. Serves five
people.
Oatmeal Bread
Is delicious with all meals try It.
One cupful milk or water, one teaspoonful salt.
f
Two und
cupfuls wheat
lf

one-liu-

(Special Information Service U.
partment of Agriculture.)
A WHOLE DINNER IN

S.

De-

ONE-DIS-

Like the
Dinner.
A dish hot and savory good for
work or play that la why the father
end the children will like it.
Easy to cook and serve that Is one
reason why you will like It. Only one
dish to cook, few plates to wash, steps
saved.
Good, nourishing food you can feel
sure that you are feeding your family
right If you give them this dinner. It
contains all their bodies need to help
lhem work and grow strong.
This dinner helps you do your part
for your country. You can save wheat
and meat to ship abroad. Our soldiers
and the allies need thera more than we
do.
Dinner.
Try These
Each of these dinners contains sufficient for a family of five.
Fith Chowder.
Rabbit, fowl, or any meat may be
used instead of the fish, or tomatoes
Instead of milk. Carrots may be
omitted.
f
One and
pounds fish (fresh,
salt, or canned).
Nine potatoes, peeled and cut In small
pieces.
One onion, sliced.
Two cups carrots cut In pieces.
pound salt pork.
Three cups milk. Pepper.
Three tublespoonfuls flour.
Cut pork in small pieces and fry
with the chopped onion for five minutes. Put pork, onions, carrots, and potatoes In kettle and cover with boiling
water. Cook until vegetables are tender. Mix three tublespoonfuls of flour
f
with
cupful of the cold milk
and stir In the liquid in the pot to
thicken. Add the rest of the milk and
until vegetables are tender. Mix three
cupful
tablespoonfuls of flour with-hal- f
of the cold milk and stir In the liquid
in the pot to thicken. All the rest of
the fish, which has been removed from
the bone nnd cut In small pieces. Cook
until the fish Is tender, about ten minutes. Serve hot. You can omit salt
pork and use a tablespoon of other fat
Dried Peas With Rice and Tomatoes.
One and one-hacupfuls rice.
Two cupfuls dried peas.
Six onions.
One tnblespoouful salt.
teaspoonful pepper.
Two cupfuls tomato (fresh or
canned).
Soak peas overnight in two quarts of
water. Cook until tender In water
in which they soaked. Add rice, onions,
tomato and seasonings and cook 20
minutes.
Potted Hominy and Beef.
Hominy is excellent to use as part
of a
dinner, if you have a fire
in your stove so that you can cook It
for a long time, or use a tireless cookf
er. Heat one and
quarts of
water to boiling; add one teaspoonful
of salt and two cupfuls of hominy
which hns been soaked overnight. Cook
in a double boiler for four hours or In
the tireless cooker overnight.
This
makes five cupfuls. This recipe may
be Increased and enough cooked in different ways for several meals. Hominy Is excellent combined with dried,
canned, or fresh fish, or meat and veges
table
may be used. Here Is
one combination:
Five cupfuls cooked hominy.
Four potatoes.
Two cupfuls carrots.
One teaspoonful salt.
pound dried beef.
Two cupfuls milk.
Two tablespoonfuls fat.
Two tablespoonfuls flour.
Melt the fat, stir In the flour, add the
cold milk, and mix well. Cook until it
thickens. Cut the potatoes and carrots
in dice, mix all the materials In a
baking dish, and bake for one hour.
These dishes supply all five kinds of
food. Each Is enough for the whole
dinner for a family of five. Eat them
with bread nnd with fruit or jam for
dessert. Then you will have all the
five kinds of food your body needs.
These five kinds ore shown on the next
page.
The Five Food Croups.
1. Vegetables or fruits.
2. Milk, or cheese, or eggs, or fish
or meat, or beans.
3. Cereal : Corn, rice, oats, rye, or
wheat.
4. Sirup or sugar.
5. Fat: Such as drippings, oleomar
garine, oil, butter.
Choose something from each of these
five groups every day.
Meals.
More
There are some more recipes for
dishes of this kind in other United
States food leaflets.
"Instead of Meat" (leaflet No. 8)
tells what foods are good to use when
you don't buy meat, and how to make
h
some meatless
meals.
"Make a Little Meat Go a Long
Way" (leaflet No. 5) will help you to
cut down your meat bills. The savory
stews and meat pies show how you
can give your family a good
meal by using a little meat in various
combinations.
You can make up other recipes for
yourself by combining foods from most
of the five groups. Pass them on to
your neighbor.
Everybody

Will

One-Dle- h

One-Dis- h

one-hnl-

One-fourt- h

one-hal-

lf

One-fourt- h

one-dis- h

one-hal-

left-over-

One-fourt- h

'

One-Dis- h

one-dis-

one-dis- h

One-hulOne-hal-

One-fourt- h

one-hal-

one-hal-

one-hal-

one-hal-

one-hal-

one-hal-

flour.

One cupful rolled oats.
Scald the liquid, add salt and pour
over the onts, cool half on hour, udd
cupthe yenst mixed with
ful lukewarm water, nnd the flour.
Knead nnd let rise until double the
size. Knead again nnd let rise In the
pan until the size Is doubled. Bake In
a moderate oven for 50 minutes. Makes
one loaf weighing one nnd
pounds.
Spiced Oatmeal Cakes.
The whole family will like these, and
they are easily made.
f
One and
cupfuls flour.
f
cupful cooked oatmeal,
cupful sugar.
cupful raisins,
teaspoonful soda.
f
teuspoonful baking powder.
f
teaspoonful cinnamon.
Three tablespoonfuls fat,
cupful molasses.
Heat the molasses and fat to boiling. Mix with nil the other materials.
Bake In muffin pans for 30 minutes.
This makes 12 cakeR.
Especlolly crisp nnd good as well as
cheap are :
Scotch Oat Crackers.
Two cupfuls rolled outs.
cupful milk,
cupful molasses.
f
One and
tablespoonfuls fat.
teaspoonful soda.
One teaspoonful salt.
Grind or crush the outs ond mix
with the other materials. Roll out lu
a thin sheet and cut In squares. Bake
for 20 minutes In a moderate oven.
Makes three dozen crackers.
Instead of meat, cook this appetizing dish for your family :
Baked Oatmeal and Nuts.
Two cupfuls cooked oatmeal.
One cupful crushed peanuts.
One-hncupful milk.
One teaspoonful vinegar.
teaspoonful pepper.
f
Two and
teuspoonfuls salt.
Mix together and hake In a greased
pan 15 minutes. This Is enough for
five people.
Oatmeal I a good, inexpensive, nutritious food.
one-hal-

One-hal-

One-quart-

One-hal-

One-hal-

One-qunrt-

one-hul-

One-quurt-

lf

One-quart-

one-hal-

Making Excuse.
He Is only a hum. He has been a
member of the
club for
yenrs. He began by making excuses.
And he Is making excuses still for his
parasitism on society. If the world
had given him a chance ns It has given
other men, he declures, he would have
accomplished things. But the world
has never given him n chonce, ond he
sees no prospect now for n future of
any consequence. This excuse he offers, despite the fact thut the country
Is calling for men nnd women ns never
before in its history.
Few men appreciate the harm thut
comes to their careers from making
excuses. They are wont to attribute
their failure to hard luck. Luck at
times breaks against men nnd their
But If those who have
undertakings.
failed will look bock honestly Into
their careers, they will see that they
themselves are to blame for their failures. The excuses they offer are mere
salves to their own egotism and lack
of perseverance.
down-and-o-

"Father of Fiahe."
the most famous of our
cultnrist by reason of his long

Probably
fish

service and remarkable success was
Seth Green, familiarly known as the
"Father of Fishes." His experiments
began In 1864, and he discovered the
"dry method" of impregnation so .extensively used In later-dapractical trout culture. His early work
DO YOU KNOW OATMEAL?
was done in the Caledonia creek hatchery. The artificial propagation of shad
Of course, you know It Is a good In the Connecticut river was successbreakfast food, but it is even better fully attempted by Seth Green in 1867.
W. W. Wood, Jo the American Angfixed up for dinner or supper. It
ler.
makes
Duty.'
Duty, be It a small matter or a
great, is duty still, the command of
heaven, the eldest voice of God. And
it is only they who are faithful in
few things, who will be faithful over
many things. Charles Kingsley.
'

y

Truthful Aphorism.
In a catalogue of aphorisms in
newspaper we find this: "A woman'
smile 1 more dangerous than her
frown." There la a semblance of truth
in the saying and the semblance occupies the forefront of the aphorism.
There may be many men who will testify to the wisdom of the saying.-O- hio
State JournaL

Upright Habit of Real Value.
sort of automatic moral
There is
Of course the cynics will make the
Integrity about upright habits. The
man who Is set In such habit baa no most of the declaration that the marneed to think over and reason out his ried men In the trenches stand shell
shock better than the single one.
course of action.
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Wmneri Will Wea.

(By E. O. HKI.LEHS, Acting Director of
the Sunday School Course of the Moody
Bible Institute, Chicago.)
(Copyright, 1918, Western Newspaper Union.

LESSON FOR MARCH 3

There's a voice

JE8US

That whispers of winter's farewell;
There's a mist o'er the lake, there's a

BRINGING

In the breeiie, there'll u
Blgn in the gun

PEACE.

LK8SON TEXT Mark 4:35-6:- 30.
GOLDKN TEXT-Jeho- vah
hath done
great
things for us whereof we are glad.
-- Pi. 126:
:3.
DEVOTIONAL READING Ps. 147:1-MATERIAL
ADDITIONAL
TEACHERS
Matt. 8:23-3Luke
Matt. 14:22-3Luke
PRIMARY LESSON MATERIAL

FOR
8:12-3-

Mark

4:36-4-

MEMORY VERSE Even the wind and
the pea obey htm. Mark 4:41.
TOPIC-Telll- ng
INTERMEDIATE
the
good news about the Prlnee of Peace.
MEMORY VER8E Mark 6:19.

wultur may give service thoughtfully
He may be accurate, and neat and
quick;
But when one caters too blamed much
to me
I feel disposed to tip him with a
brick.
A

call of the bird
There's the echoing tones of a bell.

VARIOUS SAUCES.
RICE

A

VALUABLE

FOOD.

An appropriate sauce is a most valulialn boiled rice well cooked is diable accompaniment to any meat or
adding gested and begins to lie assimilated
croquette,
in one hour while many
Just the touch of
of the other cereals need
which
seasoning
the dish needs to
three anil four hours.
make it tasty.
Savory Rice. This
dlsli may lie varied in
Horseradish
First
Sauce.
is
countless ways.
This
ha Ve t h e rIce w e
good with lish and
V a r ions
meats.
cooked ; It should be well
Take four tublewashed ami dropped into
spoonfuls of fresh horseradish which rapidly boiling water which lias been
hns been grated and standing lu vine- sailed, ami allowed to cook until every
gar. Add salt, a dash of cayenne and grain stands out by Itself, is tender
four tablespoonfuls of whipped cream. and yet not mushy. Now tuke u cupSauce for Croquettes or Cecils.
ful of cooked rice, put u layer of It
Melt a tablespoonful of butter, add n in a
dish, then cover
half cupful of stock and Hie same with a small layer of chopped chicken,
amount of milk, mix this with the giblets or any mluceil meal, with a
flour, stir until well cooked, add a broth or white sauce well seasoned
beaten egg yolk, a half teaspoonful of and milled with each layer. Hake until
salt anil a dash of pepper, strain and thoroughly hot and serve as a main
It will be ready to use. Do not heat dish or as a substitute for meat. Toafter the egg is added.
matoes, witli onion and a Utile chopped
Hollandaise Sauce. Melt a
beef and rice, prepared lu this way Is
of flour, n pint of the liquor another good dish.
In which lish was boiled, the yolks of
Swedish Rice. lioll a cupful of rice
two eggs and lastly tin- Juice of a nil II tender in salted water. Drain
lemon, a teaspoonful of onion Juice. and dry In the oven. Stir into it Iwo
Just before serving add a tablespoon- tablespoonfuls of sweet fat, the yolks
ful of chopped parsley.
of Iwo eggs well beaten, a teaspoonful
Wow Sauce.
This Is especially good of onion Juice anil sail and pepper to
I
Willi cor
f.
Chop fine two taste. Stir over the lire in a disli set
tublcspiKinfuls of parsley and rub it in hot water, using a fork to stir with.
to a paste on a plate with a spatula, Turn into u round howl to mold, then
adding a few drops of vinegar until It it ii m id on a platter and heat in the
is like paste, then add three pickled oven. Serve with ilrit" butter sauce.
Rice With Eggs. Take a quarter of
walnuts, chopped fine, three gerkins
chopped tine, four olives, also chopped, a cupful of washed and drained rice,
nnd add to u sauce made from n pint add a tablespoonful of sweet fat and
of good stock thickened Willi the usual stir until a light yellow over the heat.
tablespoonful of butter and Hour. Add Add broth, potato or any other vegea tublespoiinfnl of vinegar, a table- table water, and conk covered until
spoonful of mushroom ketchup and let the rice is tender, then season well
It simmer ten minutes. Strain if de- and stir in two or three fresh eggs;
sired and pour Into the sauce boat.
stir until cooked, then serve at once.
This dish tastes like scrambled eggs,
Imitation Worcestershire Sauce.
Salt a calf's liver in brine strong but 0 very few eggs need be used to
enough to hold up an egg. Let the serve five. Milk may take Hie place
liver stay In the brine four days. Take of the broth In cooking the rice. Skim
it out dry, rub with salt and let stand milk may be used In many such dishes
In n cool place a week. Then put the to advantage.
liver through the meat chopper many
Economics changes man's activities.
times until very fine, mush six cloves
As you chungf a man's activities you
of garlic, grate one large onion, add n
change hla way of living, as you
his environment you change
quarter of a teaspoonful of mace, live change
his state of mind.
and
Precept
mushed anchovies, twelve whole cloves
Injunction do not perceptnhly affect
nnd it quart of vinegar. Let stand over
man: but food, water, air, clothing,
shelter, pictures, books, music, will
night, add cayenne, strain and bottle.
1

This lesson Is a most dramatic one.
Surprise and revelation, rebuke nnd
are rapidly interencouragement
changed. Leaving the multitude to
whom he had been preaching. Jesus
asks the disciples to pass over with
him to the other side of the lake (v.
35). "Let us pass over;" Jesus never
asks his disciples to go where he will
not go. How vivid Is Hie touch In v.
.'16: "They took liiin as lie was." He
was tired and weary, he whose invilu-tloIs to "all who are weary and
heavy laden." He w ho "hud not w here
to lay his head," Is curried by loving
hands Into the boat, anil Is soon lost
In restful slumber. Both Muster and
friends are soon to meet u great sinner but first they must encountered a
great storm.
I. The Great Storm. The Master of
forces sleeps calmly on. Why not?
Who else could afford to lie so appnr-entlNot so these disIndifferent!
ciples. They have yet to know him
perfectly, nnd hence It Is natural that
In their alarm they should awaken
him ns they view the rapidly filling
boat, and exclaim, "Muster, earestthoii
not that we perish?" Weary and unconcerned ns lie appears to have been,
he arose and rebuked the wind and
the waves. Wind and waves are material things and therefore not susceptible to rebuke. Jesus fronted the Intangible cause; he rebuked the devil
who was responsible for this turbulence; and the calm was commensurate
with the storm. The Psalmist says,
"Oroiit pence have they that love thy
Individuals and nations are
law."
now In the midst of a "great storm."
a day of crime, stress, distress und
tragedy; struggle, temptation, grief
and loss, and Hie cry "Lord stive us'."
Is growing louder and more insistent.
Some of us look for the early return
of the king, but all should listen for
his words "Peace he still" for It Is
the peace which he alone can give
thut has power to culm the growing
turbulence of this age.
II. The Great Sinner. Reaching the
other side, they entered the land of
(iutlara and there met u demoniac who
Is, we believe, a type of the great sinner, for he was, (a) without restraint;
"no man could bind him" (v. 3) ; (l)
he was Injuring himself, "cutting,"
etc . (v. !i) ; (c) he was sepuruted
from his friends, "dwelt among the
tombs" (v. 3) ; (d) he was "unclean"
(v. 2). There was also evidence of
the futility of human resolutions and
the vainness of attempt at control or
reformation (v. 4). "No limn hud Hie
strength to tame him." Note the torment of his life (v. 7). As he healed
this man, the people saw their illegal
gain Interfered with, and hence the
selfish request thut Jesus should "depart out of their coasts" (v. 17). and
this even In the face of what hud been
done for the stricken one. Selfishness
knows no law. The Jews could not
ent pork but they were raising It to
sell to the Gentiles of the land, which
amounted to an Insult to their Cod,
and mi evasion of their law. Jesus
"permitted" the demons to enter the
swine thereby rebuking the avarice of
the people und conclusively showing
that they had left the demoniac. I. like
tells us (8:37) that the (Judorenes
were "taken with a greut fear." Fear
of what? Surely no fear of the Cull- lenn teacher, but rather of the effect
of the restored man's testimony on
their material prosperity. Rig business will hnve many sins to account
for In the fuce of greed for gain while
Ignoring the cry of the afflicted amid
unsultnble and unsanitary living con- Church members have no
dltlons.
right to condemn the liquor traffic,
while they rent stores to carry on this
destructive business.
A suggested outline for tills lesson
would be as follows:
I. A Great Storm I'll. 4:35-41- .
The command of Jesus v. 35.
The weurlness of Jesus v. 36.
The alarm of the disciples v. 38.
The Indifference of Jesus v. 3S.
The grent calm v. 39.
II. A Glorious Cure Ch.
The Uudorene a type of the sin
n
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CONSIDER THE TAILORED SUIT FOR SPRING.

I

There's

a song In my
though my
hands to their tusk,
The task of the winter must cling,
And my soul niakfK reply to earth,
ocean and sky
A welcome a welcome to spring.
A

VARIETY OF GOOD THINGS.

Try making Worcestershire at home.
Tut half an ounce of cayenne into a
quart of the best
vinegar. Peel and
lirulse three cloves
of gurlic, mush
anchotine
live
l'J
bruise
vies;
whole cloves and
of
two
blades
mace; mix all well

finely-choppe- d

own.

Among them are to be mentioned
the Introduction of vests which are
mnde of silk, brocade, crepe, pique and
of plain fabrics handsomely embroidered. Somewhere nt the front the
and do affect him.
sides of the coat may barely meet, or
Just fnll to, they are held togethA FEW SOUPS AND SALADS.
er by one or two link buttons.
In
other models fronts are cut away like
are
be
will
economical
and
Soups
a man's dress coat
an expanse
found most sustaining, the variety can of handsome waist leaving
coat to entice the
not be numbered, for new
White cloth collars and cuffs,
eye.
combinations are being with collars
lengthened Into rovers are
discovered each day.
another feature that add to the atUse
Giblet Soup.
the tractiveness of
spring suits and they
feet, neck, pinions nnd belong to an attractive class which
giblets of three fowls Includes suits with collars, rovers ami
witli one pound of finely cuffs of
figured or plain silk.
cut bits of veal und a
Narrow braid and small buttons up
half a pound of ham.
in coats not otherwise decorated,
Crack the bones, cut up the giblets and pear
witli Hie meat put all into three quarts
of water with a bunch of herbs und a
pinch of allspice. Itemove the bones,
thicken the gravy, season well and
serve hot.
Other combinations of meat may be
used Willi the giblets uhil a smaller
amount will make a good soup for a
family of four.
Puree of Vegetables. Cut a turnip,
n cnrrol und a potato in thin slices;
mid to them n few celery tops, n bay
leaf, a cupful of tomato and two quarts
of liquid In which beef hns been
cooked.
Simmer gently for one hour;
press through n tine sieve; return the
mixture to the heat, add a tablespoonful of fat rubbed Willi two tublespoonfuls of Hour, stir until It reaches the
boiling point ; add a grated onion, n
teaspoonful of salt and n saltspoonful
of pepper. Serve hot with croutons.
This will serve six people at a small
cost if the vegetubles have been grown
nt home, more If they must be purchased.
Waldorf Salad. Cut the tops from
I
the blossom end of nice red apples,
n
centers
out
the
with
scoop
tenspoon. Cut the apple in cubes
and mix with an equal quantity of cut-ucelery, mix with highly seasoned
mayonnaise, squeeze a little lemon
Juice over the apples to keep them
from discoloring before lidding the
dressing. Fill the cups, set In nests
of watercress, and serve. French
dressing may be preferred to mayonnaise, depending upon the kind of a
meal with which It Is served.

and shake tliur- oughly, cover tightly and let stand for
a day or two.
Then rub through a
sieve, add two grains of powdered
and put the mixture lu u bottle
let stand fur ten days,
then bottle and seal.
Salt Codfish, Creole Style. Soak n
pound of salt cod in cold water, bring
to the boiling point uud then remove
the lish. I'm into a large saucepan
two tablespoonfuls of suet, add two
onions, shake nnd cook
over the fire; add u cupful of rice thut
has been partly cooked, Hie cod, u qunrt
of tomato, salt and pepper to taste
Cook until the rice Is tender, add a
tublcspoont'ul of butter und serve with
croutons.
Bofled Tongue. Buy a tongue which
has been corned but 0 few days In the
solution. I'ut on to boil and (ink
carefully until tender. Add a bay
leaf, a clove of garlic, a small union
nnd u few cloves. When the tongue
is cooked remove It from the stove and
let it cool In Its own liquor.
Fricassee of Fish. Take a
buss, carefully remove the skin,
after cleaning the tlsh. lione the lish
and chop It tine, (.'over till the bones
and rough pieces with cold water a
pint or less will be sufficient after It
has cooked an hour. Keut three table
spoonfuls of butter to u cream, mid o
cupful of soft breadcrumbs to the pint
of strained fish stock, stir, add butter
which has been mixed with the yolk
ner vv.
no re of an egg, two tublespoonfuls of clip(Unclean, separated,
straint, self injury).
ped pursley und popper and salt to
taste and a half tablespoonful of
The Gadnrene cleansed vv.
Storux, a species of resinous gum
cheese. Add two tablespoonused In medicine, is now being pro(He recognized purity desired
communion was assigned to fuls of flour; add fish und form Into duced in this country from the sweet
balls. Brown iij n hot pan with a lit- gum tree of the South.
service).
tle butter, add some fi.sh stock, cover
III. The Great Mission vv.
Immense Wealth From Iron Ores.
An Improper request (v. 17).
and simmer for 'M minutes. Serve
The foundation of the wealth of the
A proper request (v. 18).
cold with any desired sauce.
A hard request (v. III).
A small amount of boiled rice added Rlscaynn provinces of Spain lies In
iron
to gems, muffins or griddle cukes Im- the large deposits of
A great result (see Luke 8:40).
The nations are in storm. The de- proves them, riain boiled rice dressed ores for which the section is famous.
as
a
serve
These
been
have
will
vegemons of passion, hate and lust of pow- as mashed potato
deposits
immensely
er are loosed In the world ; let us "be- table with steak. Rice made Into profitable, with the result thut Rilbao,
which
Is
center
the
of
the Industry, Is
seech him" to return that he may speak rakes and fried, or Into croquettes and
served with a sauce are
reputed to be the wealthiest city of its
"peace."
in
size
dishes.
Europe.
Seeker After God.
Seeker after God there are many
The Way to Da
Habit.
of them profoundly moved by the
That telephone frets me like nn "Toil are wearing a very unbecoming
catacysm that has afflicted the earth.
said the man who hnt," sold Alma to Ethel.
Looking beyond the kingdoms of this aching tooth."
bell rings.
"Then," said Ethel, as she turned to
world, they inquire after the city let lumps every time thethe sardonic
citl- - the looking glass. "I am going to face
"Yes." commented
down from heaven, and search for
is a similarity; ana me the matter and make It the subject of
signs of the coming of the kingdom of ten; "there
love upon the earth. Seekers after queer part of It is that you lack the thorough reflection."
out.
God searchers for the confirmation of nerve to have either taken
Much Needed.
faith by the Inner monitions and conChurch Atlanta has a club which
Instance.
Another
firmation of the Scriptures there are
Knicker Wasn't there something will endeavor to extend individual welnumbers. And this Is, after all, the
service? come to all new settlers.
about
"obey" In the marriage
hope of the age the preservation of
Gotham But what Is needed most
waa dictated
That
Knicker
Mrs.
religion In the Ideal In experience and but not read.
Is a club for fellow who dou't settle.
nceaslng search.
j

The time has come it Is here this
minute to consider the tailored suit
for spring. It Is an agreeable duty
because the season has in store some
happy surprises for us In novel trimming ideas and in Ingenious combinations of cloth and silk. Designers have
been asked to conserve wool und have
responded in a way to reflect honor on
themselves by furnishing models Hint
use little cloth but are so cleverly designed, with such attention to good
lines nnd so much originality In finish,
that we may give thanks for the necessity which mothered such line Inventions. Make up your mind to buve n
sprightly suit for spring; because this
year's suit has characteristics all Its

sharp-edge-

d

plaits or folds or lucks or an tiling
that will take up material nut absolutely needed uud they are from one
ami a half to two yards wide.
Aprons have always been Interesting; Ho y are of so many kinds and
proclaim so plainly thut they are Intended for real use in substantial activities or are merely decorathe and
trivial. Rut limes have changed with
aprons, and now the most
und useful of them me required to
look well, to possess style us well us
strength. Necessity and patriotism
have given the apron a boost, und now
we have "service aprons" und "bungalow aprons," shapely and neat, worn
hy women who tire doing tilings for
themselves uud others which others
used to do for them.
Some of the bungalow aprons made
or liuimliray in all the
of plain
light colors,
pink, lavender, tun,
maize, blue, green and rose, with collars and cuffs of (lowered cretonnes,
ought to lie reclnistened, they are so
gay ami pretty. They deserve to bo
'ailed bungalow frocks at least and
perhaps tluit Is exactly what they are.
A service apron for every day house
wear Is shown In the picture, made of
plaid percale with plain white cuffs
and collars, li has long sleeves. Many
of the
aprons for housework are made of plain percale or
chanihrny, with plaid collars, pockets,
cuffs and belts. I'sually the sleeves
are
length. They are
designed to be easily laundered, uud
in
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WHEN

YOU MAKE APRONS.

and ingenious cutting redeem the
plainest suits from being uninteresting. A suit of this character is shown
in the picture, of serge bound with
silk braid. Its lines nre trim and
graceful, the coat original in cpt und
of medium length: many are shorter
and few longer. The fronts Just meet
at the waistline fastening with a link
button there.
Skirts might be disposed of very
briefly by describing them merely as
plain. They do not Indulge themselves

there are many good patterns for making them, if one lias the time. Rut
they nre to be had ready made at
such moderate prices that It i u question whether there Is any economy in
doing the work at home or not.
It
depends upon the time one hu to
spare and what can best be done
with It.

If every detail is placed f,,r comfort,
Charm.
Do you know that the best way to you will love your room. If you iv
make your room a charming room is It. you will live In it. And ue create
to really live In It? Furnishing It lav- charm.
ishly docs not always give It charm.
Bands Vary in Width.
It requires the atmosphere of a perWool embroidery hands trim many
sonality.
If, in this room of yours, you should of the new tailored dresses. They vary
place each piece of furniture where it In width up to eight inches. The very
may best serve Its purpose; the left narrow bands, however, are most fav-

side of the desk toward the window,
the fireside seat fronting the fireplace,
the easy chair drawn up to the low
reading table holding a lamp ; in short.

ored ami are often used to form an
entire girdle. The wider bands quite
frequently form the bottom of a
straight apron tunic
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Santa Fe Red Croat
'eiv Miien:n building : open
everv afternoon 2 to 4:30 p. m.
Sewing, Knitting, Gauze Work.
Tucdav Evening Open from
7:.T to ) p. in.
There is
for everyone.
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NEW MEXICO

ctada to El Vado where he will supervise the scaling of the large
amount of timber recently sold by
1ngovernment to the Biggs lumber
interests there.

CAPITAL CITY NEWS IN BRIEF

t
At Socorro
A chain party for the benefit of
the Red Cross began Friday by Mrs.
J. P. Chace entertaining four ladies
at her home each of whom will in
turn entertaining four other ladies
at their different homes within a
few ilavs and so on until the idea
&
has been carried out by the origin-jalorTHINGS THAT COUNT
who arc among the leading
s iciety ladies of the citv.
Each guest
is required to donate 25 cts. for the Not what wc have, but what we use,
hich 'ot what wc sec, but what we
afternoon s
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choose
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l ight
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At The Elks Club
On Washington s birthday one of
the most successful dances of the
season was enjoyed by a large party
of Elks and their ladies.

Bowden Winter Wedding
Mr. and Mrs. T. Z. Winter received
the announcement
recently of the
.f iMil.
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